Renewal Primer for Radio Stations for Renewal Cycle Beginning June
2019
June 2019
This memorandum provides guidance on the radio license renewal process.1
SECTION I: THE BASICS
The deadline by which a station is required to file its license renewal application is determined
by the state in which the station is licensed. Attachment A contains a state-by-state list of
license renewal application filing dates and license expiration dates.2 Effective May 13, 2020,
stations are not required to broadcast pre-filing announcements for the remainder of the
renewal cycle.3 After filing its license renewal application, a station must air post-filing
announcements for three months, starting on the date of a station’s applicable license renewal
deadline. Section II of this memorandum provides detailed guidance on how stations must
provide the required post-filing announcements, the specific text to be used, and sample
statements for certifying compliance with the public announcement requirements (Attachments
B-E).
In previous renewal cycles, the license renewal application form was filed using the FCC’s
CDBS electronic filing system. Now, however, as part of the FCC’s ongoing migration of all
radio applications from the CDBS platform to the Licensing Management System (LMS), the
license renewal application must be filed electronically through the LMS platform using FCC
Form 2100/Schedule 303-S (“Form 303-S”). A sample copy of the Form 303-S from LMS is
appended hereto as Attachment F, along with the FCC’s instructions for the form and a
worksheet for determining compliance with the Commission’s radiofrequency (RF) exposure
guidelines.
Although the appearance of the Form 303-S is different in LMS than in CDBS, the questions
asked in the form are the same as in the last renewal cycle and generally require “Yes/No”
certifications. These certifications cover the entire eight-year license term. For stations
purchased in the midst of the preceding license term, your certification only covers the period for
which you held the license.
When you complete the application, you should only certify “Yes” to a question where you are
certain that you have fully complied with the FCC’s rules and policies addressed therein.
Otherwise, you should answer “No” and provide an explanatory exhibit. Note that a “No”
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Additional information can be found on the FCC’s website at
https://www.fcc.gov/media/radio/broadcast-radio-license-renewal#block-menu-block-4.
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Note that if the first day of the month falls on a weekend or federal holiday, the license renewal
application will be due on the next full business day.
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Pre-Filing Announcement Requirements 2020-2023 Renewal Applications, Order, DA 20-511 (rel. May
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response does not automatically preclude grant of your application. The Commission realizes
that, over an eight-year span, licensees may make errors. Although a “No” certification can
result in a fine, the penalty for a false certification is far greater. The agency has fined
broadcasters thousands of dollars for making inaccurate certifications.
Although every question on the Form 303-S is certainly important and should be answered
carefully, particular attention should be given to the “Online Public Inspection File” question in
the “AM/FM/LPFM Certifications” section of the form. That question asks licensees to certify
that their online public inspection files are complete and that all required documents were timely
uploaded thereto by the applicable deadline. Now that the online public inspection file is fully
operational, FCC staff (and potential petitioners seeking to challenge a station’s renewal) can
easily confirm a licensee’s compliance. Accordingly, we encourage you to carefully review your
online public inspection file to confirm that everything is in order well in advance of submitting
your license renewal application. Section III of this memorandum provides detailed guidance
on the steps stations should take to ensure that their online public inspection files are complete.
In addition to the online public inspection file, particular attention should be given to those
questions in the “Renewal Certification” section of the Form 303-S regarding “Character Issues,”
“Adverse Findings,” and “FCC Violations during the Preceding License Term.” In brief, these
questions ask (i) whether the licensee or any “party to the application”4 (a) has had any interest
in, or connection with, a broadcast application that was or is the subject of unresolved character
issues or (b) has been the subject of an adverse finding in a civil or criminal proceeding
involving a felony, mass-media related antitrust or unfair competition charge, fraudulent
statement to another governmental entity or discrimination; and (ii) whether the station has been
found by the FCC or a court to have violated a Commission rule during the current license term
(e.g., through the issuance of a Notice of Apparent Liability, Notice of Violation or similar
finding).5 Please note that in responding to these questions, stations should not self-disclose
any violations not previously identified by the FCC, a court or other administrative body.
Finally, in conjunction with the license renewal application, all stations (regardless of the number
of full-time employees employed) must file a Broadcast Equal Employment Opportunity Program
Report in LMS using FCC Form 2100/Schedule 396 (“Form 396”). The Form 396 from LMS is
appended hereto as Attachment G. Due to the mechanics of the FCC’s filing system, the Form
396 must be filed in advance of the license renewal application. Specifically, after the Form 396
is submitted, LMS will generate a file number for the Form 396 that must then be included in the
Form 303-S before the renewal application can be submitted. Section IV of this memorandum
provides detailed guidance on how to complete the Form 396.
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In general, a “party to the application” is any individual or entity whose ownership interest in, or other
relation to, an applicant is considered attributable pursuant to the FCC’s rules. Detailed guidance for
determining those interests that are attributable is found in the instructions to the Form 303-S appended
hereto at Attachment F. If you need assistance determining which individuals and/or entities are “parties
to the application,” please contact the Wiley attorney who regularly handles your station matters.
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We are happy to make available upon request a questionnaire that can be forwarded to the relevant
parties to inquire about the character issues raised in the Form 303-S.

SECTION II: PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENTS/NOTICES6
Full-Power Radio Stations
Post-Filing Announcements
After your license renewal application is filed, you must broadcast notice of the filing a total of
six times – at least once a day on the first7 and sixteenth day of the month that the application is
filed and of the next two months thereafter. At least three of the six announcements must be
broadcast between 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. and/or between 4:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. Of the
remaining three post-filing announcements, one should be broadcast between 9:00 a.m. and
noon, one between noon and 4:00 p.m., and one between 7:00 p.m. and midnight.8 In addition
to airing these announcements on your station’s main analog programming stream, FCC staff
recommends that you air a compliant set of post-filing announcements on each of your station’s
digital streams (if there are any).
Attachment B contains sample post-filing announcement text. We can assist you with filling in
the blanks prior to the date your announcements must begin. Stations broadcasting primarily in
a foreign language should broadcast the announcements in that language.
Certification
Within seven days of broadcasting the last post-filing announcement, you must upload a
statement certifying compliance with the public announcement requirement to the station’s
online public inspection file. The statement must set forth the dates and times that the postfiling notices were broadcast and provide the texts of the announcements.
Attachment C contains a sample certification.
FM Translators9
Newspaper Notice
FM translators are not required to air filing announcements. Instead, a post-filing notice must be
published at least once immediately following the filing of the license renewal application. The
notice should be placed in a daily, weekly, or biweekly newspaper published or having
6

The requirements discussed in this section are found in Section 73.3580 of the Commission’s rules, 47
C.F.R. § 73.3580.
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When a renewal application is filed after the first of the month because, for example, the first of the
month is on a weekend, the first post-filing announcement should air on the same day that the license
renewal application is filed.
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Stations that do not operate between 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. or between 4:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. must
air at least three of the announcements during the first two hours of broadcast operation.
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An FM translator is a secondary FM facility that rebroadcasts the signal of another radio station. An FM
translator may rebroadcast the signal of either an AM or an FM station. References in this memo to FM
translators include all such facilities, regardless of whether they rebroadcast AM or FM stations. Note that
FM translators may be renewed at the same time as the main station with which they are associated if the
licensee of both stations is the same. If the licensees are not the same, the FM translator must be
renewed on a separate license renewal form.

circulation in the community or area served by the translator. If there is no such newspaper,
you should post the required notice in a public place. Attachment D contains recommended
text for this notice.
Certification
We suggest that a certification with respect to the notice be uploaded to the online public
inspection file of the primary station within seven days of publication. Attachment E contains a
sample certification.

SECTION III: ONLINE PUBLIC INSPECTION FILE
The license renewal form includes a question that asks stations to certify that the material
required under the FCC’s public inspection file rule was timely placed in (i.e., uploaded to) the
station’s online public inspection file “as and when required.” Licensees who do not answer
“Yes” must provide an explanation. In order to make this certification, you must carefully review
your online public inspection file and confirm (1) that the appropriate material appears there and
(2) that it was uploaded by the relevant deadline. Some of the material required to appear in the
online public inspection file is uploaded automatically by the FCC.10 However, the following
material must be manually uploaded by the station: contracts (or a list thereof) related to
ownership or control of the station; citizen agreements; a political file (including information
regarding programs or announcements concerning controversial issues of public importance);
annual EEO Public File Reports; materials relating to FCC investigations or complaints;
quarterly issues/programs lists; and time brokerage agreements/joint sales agreements. Also,
as discussed above, a full-power station must upload information to its online public inspection
file concerning compliance with the FCC’s local public notice requirements for renewal
applications.
Included herewith is a client memo that addresses the online public inspection file in more
detail, including the material that should appear in the public file. Although we encourage you to
review your entire online public file for completeness, particular attention should be given to the
following materials (discussed further below): Quarterly Issues/Programs Lists, Annual EEO
Public File Reports, and Biennial Ownership Reports.
Quarterly Issues/Programs Lists
For purposes of license renewal, it is particularly important for a station to review its
Issues/Programs Lists, which are required to be uploaded to the online public inspection file on
a quarterly basis.11 In addition to your station’s public file records you should retain, in private
business files, documentation of regular meetings or contacts with community leaders or other
steps taken to show that the station has made efforts to determine which issues are of
importance to the local community. This information will become extremely important if your
station’s renewal application is challenged on the basis of an alleged failure to identify important
community issues and air programming that is responsive to those issues.12
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Material that should automatically appear in the online public inspection file includes: a copy of the
current FCC authorization to operate the station; applications and related materials; contour maps;
ownership reports; the station’s Mid-Term EEO Report (FCC Form 397); and a copy of the manual The
Public and Broadcasting. Although this material should appear automatically, a station is responsible for
ensuring the completeness of its online public inspection file and should therefore check it carefully to
confirm all required material is present.
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Wiley has a client memo that addresses issues/programs requirements in more detail. If you would
like a copy, please contact the Wiley attorney who regularly handles your station matters.
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If a petition to deny is filed, the Commission will examine whether the renewal applicant has (1) served
the public interest, convenience and necessity; (2) committed any serious violations of the FCC’s rules or
the Communications Act; or (3) committed other violations which, taken together, would constitute a
serious pattern of abuse.

Annual EEO Public File Reports
In reviewing your online public inspection file, pay particular attention to the station’s EEO Public
File Reports, which are required to be prepared and uploaded to the online public inspection file
on an annual basis for each 12-month period beginning on the anniversary of the station’s
license renewal filing date. Ensure that an EEO Public File Report has been uploaded for each
year of your license term. The FCC has provided no official form for the EEO Public File
Report. Rather, the agency simply requires that each “station employment unit” with five or
more full-time employees prepare a document that provides specified information about
recruitment activity and supplemental “recruitment initiatives” such as participation in job fairs,
internships, etc. Attachment H provides a template you can use to create the required annual
reports.
Biennial Ownership Reports
You should review your Biennial Ownership Reports to confirm that each was timely filed during
the license term as required by the FCC’s rules. Ownership reporting requirements for
commercial and noncommercial stations have been in flux in recent years. The following
chronologies will help you verify that your station has been in compliance.
Commercial Stations:
All commercial broadcast licensees were required to file Biennial Ownership Reports on FCC
Form 323 by December 1 of odd-numbered years, beginning December 1, 2011. These reports
provided data current as of October 1.
•

Beginning on November 28, 2017, the FCC temporarily suspended the Biennial
Ownership Report requirement while it migrated FCC Form 323 from the CDBS
database to the LMS database.

•

Subsequently, the deadline for filing 2017 Biennial Ownership Reports using a
redesigned form in LMS was extended to March 2, 2018. These reports provided data
current as of October 1, 2017.

•

All commercial broadcast licensees are now required to file Biennial Ownership Reports
in LMS by December 1 of odd-numbered years.

Noncommercial Stations:
•

Until 2017, a noncommercial educational station was required to file Biennial Ownership
Reports on FCC Form 323-E every two years, on the station’s renewal anniversary date
or, with the proper notice to the FCC, on the renewal anniversary date of a commonly
owned station.

•

In 2017, the FCC temporarily suspended the Biennial Ownership Report requirement
such that noncommercial stations with February 1, April 1, June 1, August 1, or October
1, 2017 deadlines were not required to file Form 323-E by those deadlines.

•

Instead, noncommercial educational licensees were required to file 2017 Biennial
Ownership Reports using a redesigned form in LMS by March 2, 2018, with information
current as of October 1, 2017.

•

Consistent with the deadline for commercial stations, all noncommercial station
licensees are now required to file Biennial Ownership Reports in LMS by December 1 of
odd-numbered years.

Review your station’s Biennial Ownership Report filing history to verify compliance with the
requirements set forth above (we can assist you as necessary).
If you have any doubt about the completeness of your online public inspection file, you should
address the matter as soon as possible so that corrective steps can be taken prior to filing the
renewal application. In the case of Issues/Programs Lists, for example, it is generally possible
to supplement any missing information.

SECTION IV: PREPARATION AND FILING OF FORM 396
General Information
As a broadcast renewal applicant, you must file a Broadcast Equal Employment Opportunity
Program Report (Form 396) in conjunction with your license renewal application. The Form 396
must be filed in LMS before the Form 303-S license renewal application because the license
renewal application asks for the file number associated with the as-filed Form 396.
Station Employment Unit
In a market where a licensee owns more than one station (whether radio, television, low power
television, Class A television, or a combination of these), the FCC requires that recruitment,
outreach, and data-reporting activities be conducted on the basis of a collective “station
employment unit” (“SEU”). Each station in the SEU should be listed on the Form 396. Although
you need file only one Form 396 for all stations in the SEU, you must file a separate Form 303-S
license renewal application for each station in the SEU. If your SEU has fewer than five full-time
employees, you are exempt from most of the FCC’s EEO recruitment requirements, including
the preparation and submission of EEO Public File Reports.
Discrimination Complaints
In the “Program Report Questions” section of the form, a station must report “any pending or
resolved complaints filed during this license term … alleging unlawful discrimination in the
employment practices” of any station in the SEU. If your station has not been the subject of any
such complaints since your last license renewal, answer “no.” Otherwise, answer “yes” and
attach an exhibit briefly describing the nature of any complaint, the court or agency where it was
filed (including any file or docket number), the date of the complaint, and the current status of
the matter. You must report the resolution of any complaint, whether it was resolved against the
station, resolved in favor of the station, or was settled.
If the station has changed hands since the last renewal, the current licensee is generally not
responsible for EEO complaints filed against the previous licensee—but if you are aware of
such complaints, the FCC staff advises that you should report them and note that they were
directed at the prior owner of the station.
Annual EEO Public File Reports
Under the FCC’s EEO rules, every SEU with five or more full-time employees must prepare an
EEO Public File Report on an annual basis for each 12-month period beginning on the
anniversary of the stations’ license renewal filing date. Stations must attach the SEU’s two most
recent “EEO Public File Reports” to the Form 396. For example, a broadcaster who faces a
June 1, 2019 renewal filing must attach EEO Public File Reports covering (1) the period from
June 1, 2017 through May 31, 2018 and (2) and the period from June 1, 2018 through May 31,
2019. Stations with five or more full-time employees must also provide a narrative exhibit that
describes the SEU’s efforts to “achieve broad and inclusive outreach during the two-year period
prior to the filing of this application” and “explain” any “difficulties” that you may have
experienced with your outreach activities.

Miscellaneous Matters
SEUs with five or more full-time employees must also provide the name and title of the person
at the SEU responsible for directly implementing EEO compliance measures at the stations. In
most cases, the responsible person will be the station general manager or human resources
director.
Please note that the FCC will critically evaluate Form 396 filings and accompanying paperwork,
and has sanctioned stations for deficiencies. In addition, FCC staff likely will conduct spot
checks of your website(s) to ensure that the required EEO Public File Report is posted.
*

*

*

If you have any questions regarding the license renewal application or the renewal process, or
concerns about your previous FCC filings or record keeping obligations, please contact the
Wiley attorney who regularly handles your station matters.

ATTACHMENT A
RADIO STATION LICENSE RENEWAL DATES
(JUNE 2019 THROUGH APRIL 2022)
Note: License Renewal Dates are shown in bold; license expiration dates are shown in (parentheses)

June 1,
2019

Aug. 1,
2019

Oct. 1,
2019

Dec. 1,
2019

Feb. 1,
2020

Apr. 1,
2020

(10/1/19)

(12/1/19)

(2/1/20)

(4/1/20)

(6/1/20)

(8/1/20)

DC
Maryland
Virginia
West VA

N. Carolina
S. Carolina

Florida
Puerto Rico
Virgin Islands

Alabama
Georgia

Arkansas
Louisiana
Mississippi

Indiana
Kentucky
Tennessee

June 1,
2020

Aug. 1.
2020

Oct. 1,
2020

Dec. 1,
2020

Feb. 1,
2021

Apr. 1,
2021

(10/1/20)

(12/1/20)

(2/1/21)

(4/1/21)

(6/1/21)

(8/1/21)

Michigan
Ohio

Illinois
Wisconsin

Iowa
Missouri

Colorado
Minnesota
Montana
N. Dakota
S. Dakota

Kansas
Nebraska
Oklahoma

Texas

June 1,
2021

Aug. 1,
2021

Oct. 1,
2021

Dec. 1,
2021

Feb. 1,
2022

Apr. 1,
2022

(10/1/21

(12/1/21)

(2/1/22)

(4/1/22)

(6/1/22)

(8/1/22)

Arizona
Idaho
Nevada
New Mexico
Utah
Wyoming

California

Alaska
Guam
Hawaii
Oregon
Samoa
Washington

Connecticut
Maine
Massachus’ts
N. Hampshire
Rhode Island
Vermont

New Jersey
New York

Delaware
Pennsylv’a

ATTACHMENT B
POST-FILING ANNOUNCEMENT TEXT FOR FULL POWER RADIO STATIONS

On ______________________ [date of last renewal grant/or, for new stations licensed
for less than eight years, the date of initial license grant], ______________________ [station’s
call letters] was granted a license by the Federal Communications Commission to serve the
public interest as a public trustee until ______________________ [license expiration date].
Our license will expire on ______________________ [license expiration date]. We have
filed an application for renewal with the FCC.
A copy of this application is available for public inspection at www.fcc.gov. It contains
information concerning this station’s performance during the last ______________________
[“eight years”/or shorter period of time covered by this application for new stations licensed
within the previous eight years].
Individuals who wish to advise the FCC of facts relating to our renewal application and to
whether this station has operated in the public interest should file comments and petitions with
the FCC by ______________________ [date of first day of last full calendar month prior to the
month of license expiration].
Further information concerning the FCC’s broadcast license renewal process is available
at ______________________ [station address] or may be obtained from the FCC, Washington,
DC 20554, www.fcc.gov.

ATTACHMENT C
CERTIFICATION CONCERNING POST-FILING ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR FULL POWER
RADIO STATIONS

The required post-filing announcements concerning the filing of its license renewal application,
as set forth in the attached text, twice a month for three months on the following dates and
times:
Date

Time

Licensee: _______________________________________
By: ____________________________________________
Title: ___________________________________________
NOTE: Executed certificate to be upload to the online public inspection file no later than
7 days after latest air date set forth above. A copy of the text of the post-filing
announcements should be attached to this certification.

ATTACHMENT D
PUBLIC NOTICE TEXT FOR FM TRANSLATOR STATIONS

______________________________ [Name of Applicant] hereby gives public notice
that on ______________________ [date of license renewal application filing], it filed an
application with the Federal Communications Commission seeking to renew its license to
operate FM translator station ________________________ [call sign], which is located at
_____________________________________________________ [address or geographic
description of transmitter location] and serves
________________________________________
[name of community or area]. The station operates on channel ________ at a power of
_________.
The station engages in the rebroadcasting of station(s)
____________________________ _________________ [call sign, location and channel of
each primary station being rebroadcast].
Individuals who wish to advise the FCC of facts relating to our renewal application and to
whether this station has operated in the public interest should file comments and petitions with
the Commission by ______________________ [three calendar months from date on which
application was filed].
Further information concerning the FCC’s broadcast license renewal process may be obtained
from the FCC, Washington, D.C. 20554, www.fcc.gov.

ATTACHMENT E
PUBLIC NOTICE CERTIFICATION FOR FM TRANSLATOR STATIONS

The undersigned hereby certifies that station
___________________________________ [call sign, city of license, state], licensed to
__________________________________________ [name of licensee] published the attached
public notice in ___________________________ [name of newspaper] on
____________________________ [date].

Licensee: _______________________________________
By: ____________________________________________
Title: ___________________________________________
NOTE: Executed certificate to be uploaded to the online public inspection file of the
primary station immediately after publication. A copy of the notice should be attached to
this certification.

ATTACHMENT F
FCC FORM 2100/SCHEDULE 303-S (WITH INSTRUCTIONS)

ONLINE PUBLIC INSPECTION FILES - A PRIMER FOR RADIO
STATIONS
This primer is designed to help licensees of commercial and noncommercial radio stations
comply with the Federal Communications Commission’s (FCC) online public file requirement.13
As of December 24, 2016, commercial stations located in the top 50 Nielsen markets that
employed five (5) or more full time employees were required to upload most of the existing
contents of their public files to the FCC’s online system. As of March 1, 2018, all other
commercial and non-commercial radio stations were required to place new material in, and have
transitioned their existing public file material to, the online database—except for political file
material, which is only required to be uploaded to the online public file on a going-forward basis.
As a preliminary matter, we strongly recommend that every radio station conduct an annual
inventory of its OPIF to ensure that it is current and complete. If the inventory discloses missing
or incomplete documents, steps should be taken promptly to bring the file into full compliance
with the FCC’s rules. Please feel free to call us if you need help.
To assist you in complying with the online public file requirements, this primer addresses the
following key topics:

I.

I.

Location and Access to Radio Station Profiles and Public Inspection Files

II.

Adding and Removing Documents from Online Public Inspection Files

III.

Paper Files – Access and Copies

IV.

Public File Contents and Retention Periods – A Recap

LOCATION AND ACCESS TO RADIO STATION PROFILES AND PUBLIC
INSPECTION FILES

All online public inspection files reside on the FCC’s website. The FCC has created an online
public inspection file for every radio station in the country. The method for accessing the file
depends on whether the visitor is a member of the general public desiring to review the file, or a
licensee or station employee responsible for maintaining the file.
Public Access. The general public can access the public file of any radio station at
https://publicfiles.fcc.gov/ using the call sign or facility ID number of the station. Visitors may
browse through the contents of the file simply by clicking on icons that represent the sections of
the public file, such as “Authorizations,” “Ownership Reports,” “Issues and Programs Lists,” etc.
Each online file also displays a station profile page that provides the name and address of the
licensee as well as a link to the station’s license.
NOTE: If your station has a website, you are required to place a link to your OPIF on your
home page. In addition, you must include on your website contact information for a station
13

The Public Inspection File rules for commercial and noncommercial radio stations are set forth in
Sections 73.3526 and 73.3527 of the Commission’s rule, respectively.
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employee who can assist any person with disabilities with issues related to the contents of the
OPIF.
Broadcaster Access. Station personnel can access their OPIF at https://publicfiles.fcc.gov/
and clicking the “Sign In” tab in the upper right corner of the page. In order to sign into a
station’s OPIF and have editing rights, you must use the station’s facility ID number and a
secure passcode generated by the FCC.
A station’s passcode may be located at https://publicfiles.fcc.gov/admin/owner-login by entering
the FRN (FCC Registration Number) and FRN password associated with the particular station.
All stations associated with the same FRN will appear on the same page.
NOTE: It is vitally important that passwords remain secure, since the FRN/password is used to
file FCC applications and reports, and to pay every fee owed to the FCC. Changing a password
without notice to those who may need to use it could result in missing a filing window or a
payment deadline, resulting in serious consequences. For this reason, most licensees
designate counsel or someone in management to act as FRN administrator. In that case, you
will need to obtain your passcode from the FRN administrator in order to access your online
public file. The FRN administrator can also change a station’s passcode, as needed, such as
following a change in personnel or if the passcode is lost.
II.

ADDING AND REMOVING DOCUMENTS FROM ONLINE PUBLIC INSPECTION
FILES

With a few exceptions, as described in the next section, the OPIF must contain all the
documentation formerly located in the paper public inspection file located at the main studio.
Some of the content in the OPIF is uploaded automatically by the FCC. The remainder must be
uploaded by the licensee. Attachment A to this Primer is a chart that summarizes what
documents upload automatically and those that stations are responsible for uploading
themselves, as well as those that must remain in the paper public file.
FCC-imported Files. Much of the required documentation in the OPIF consists of applications
and reports that are filed electronically with the FCC, including applications for construction
permits, licenses and license renewals, ownership reports, and other documents, as shown in
Attachment A. All documents filed electronically with the FCC import automatically to the
station’s OPIF.
Station-uploaded Files. Stations are responsible for uploading documentation and information
that is not filed electronically with the FCC, such as issues and programs lists and annual EEO
public file reports. The FCC has designed the online files to accept uploads using standard
upload methods as well as “drag and drop.”
Ongoing File Maintenance. Although the FCC imports certain documents into the file
automatically, every station is ultimately responsible for ensuring the accuracy and
completeness of its OPIF. You will need to screen the contents of the file to determine which
documents should remain and which may be removed. For example, only a station’s most
recent ownership report needs to be in the file. Similarly, an application for a construction
permit need only remain in the file while it is pending. Once granted, it may be removed.
Removing a File Added by the FCC. The mechanics for removing a document from the file are
simple. Next to each item in the file is an “in/out” toggle button. The FCC’s default is set to “in.”
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To remove a document from the file, slide the toggle to “out.” When the status shows “out,” the
document is no longer viewable by the public visiting the file through the public access portal.
Remember, however, that FCC-imported documents such as applications and reports filed
directly with the FCC are available to the public via the FCC’s Consolidated Database System
(CDBS) or the Licensing and Management System (LMS), located elsewhere on the FCC’s
website.
III.

PAPER FILES – ACCESS AND COPIES

For the most part, stations do not need to be able to recreate the documents uploaded to the
OPIF, as the FCC’s system has been designed to provide redundancy. Because of the time
sensitive nature of political file information, however, stations must have political information
available for inspection in the event of some failure of the online system. Thus, political back-up
documents should be kept in the station’s internal records in case they are needed. As noted
above, stations are only required to upload political advertising material on a going-forward
basis.
Political Advertising Files. Beginning June 24, 2016, stations located in markets 1-50 (as
determined by Nielsen) that employed five (5) or more full-time employees, were required to
place new political file material in the online public file. These stations are not required to
upload any pre-June 24 content from the station’s political file to the online file.14 All other radio
stations were required to post all new political file material online beginning March 1, 2018. PreMarch 1 material must be maintained in the station’s paper public file until the two-year retention
period expires.
FCC Form 302-AM. The FCC Form 302-AM (Application for AM License) may only be filed on
paper with the Commission. For this reason, the FCC will allow AM stations the option of either
uploading this form to the OPIF or keeping a paper copy of this filing in the station’s paper public
file.
Access and Copies. You must continue to honor requests to see those documents that remain
in the paper public file at any time during your station’s regular business hours (e.g., 9:00 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m.), including during lunchtime.15 No advance appointment may be required of any
person asking to inspect the file during normal business hours. Every effort should be made to
make access to the file prompt and easy. Keep in mind the requirements of the Americans with
Disabilities Act when choosing the location for public file inspections. Avoid keeping the file
locked in the general manager’s office unless someone is able to access the file during the
business day when s/he is not present.
Political file documents kept in the paper file may be maintained electronically, so long as a
computer terminal is made available to members of the public who wish to review the file. An
employee of the station should supervise the file review, but employees should not in any way
interfere with the inspection. Visitors should not be allowed to remove any parts of the file, even
temporarily. If reproduction involves taking documents out, this task should be performed by a
station employee.

14
15

The two-year retention period for pre-June 24, 2016 material has expired.

If a visitor asks to see any portion of the public file that is available online, the station should direct the
visitor to the FCC’s website or to the link on the station’s website for that information.
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Copies of materials in the public file must be made available upon request by any member of
the public, provided the individual agrees to pay the reasonable costs of reproduction (in
advance, if requested). The station must fulfill a request for copies within seven (7) days after
payment has been received.16 (The rules do not require you to fax copies of documents in the
file.)
IV.

CONTENTS OF THE PUBLIC FILE AND RETENTION PERIODS – A RECAP

Organization of the Online File. Online public files are organized in much the same fashion
as paper files should have been. Tabs are labeled with each of the categories of documents to
be retained, such as Authorizations, Applications, Ownership Reports, Issues-Programs Lists,
Contour Map, etc. In the case of the Political File, the FCC has created subfolders for federal,
state, and local races, and within each subfolder there is a separate file for each candidate.
Each category of required documentation is described below, along with its retention period.
Remember, in certain categories, the FCC has uploaded more documents in the file than are
required. These may be removed by sliding the tab next to the document from “in” to “out.”
Refer to Attachment A for a quick review of whether the documents in each category will be
imported by the FCC, must be uploaded by the licensee, or should be retained in the paper
public file.
73.3526(e)(1) & 73.3527(e)(1) Authorizations
This section must contain the station’s license and any current FCC construction permit, as well
as any other document reflecting either conditions on, or modifications to, the station’s
authorization. It should include, for example, notifications to the FCC regarding reduced power
operations, silent periods, or operation with an emergency antenna, as well as any Special
Temporary Authority issued by the Commission or Program Test Authority to operate with
modified facilities pending grant of a new license.
Retain each authorization until replaced by a new authorization.
73.3526(e)(2) & 73.3527(e)(2) Applications
This section includes pending applications filed with the FCC, including all exhibits, letters and
other documents filed as a part of the application or incorporated by reference, and
amendments to the application. In rare instances there may be correspondence to and from the
FCC pertaining to the application. These documents must be kept with the application in the
file. Likewise, for commercial stations, copies of initial and final decisions in related FCC
hearings must be retained. And for non-commercial stations, documentation supporting any
points claimed in the applications must be retained. In the event of a petition to deny the
application, a statement that the petition has been filed, together with the name and address of
the filing party, must be filed. Motions and legal pleadings need not be filed.
Retain until final FCC action has been taken, except that applications granted pursuant to a
waiver showing shall be retained for as long as the waiver is in effect. In addition, license
16

Should you decide not to charge for all copies, it is important that you have a uniform policy with
respect to copying charges (e.g., orders of 10 pages or less are provided gratis) and not leave such
decisions to the discretion of the person responding to the request.
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renewal applications granted on a short-term basis (and related documents) must be retained
until final grant of the next renewal application.
73.3526(e)(3) Citizens Agreements
Commercial stations must place in this section of the OPIF a copy of any written citizens
agreement. A citizens agreement is an agreement between a station and one or more citizens
or citizen groups. These agreements are fairly unusual.17 Typically they deal with goals or
proposed practices directly or indirectly affecting the operation of the station in the public
interest, i.e., programming or employment.
Retain for the term of the agreement, including any renewals and extensions.
73.3526(e)(4) & 73.3527(e)(3) Contour Maps and Location Information
The OPIF contains a contour map for each station generated by a commercial mapping
application. Please check to be sure the map available on the “Contour Maps” page is for the
correct station. In rare instances, we have seen incorrect contour maps showing, for example,
the contour of a translator rather than the main station.
Keep these documents as long as they reflect current information regarding the station.
73.3526(e)(5) & 73.3527(e)(4) FCC Ownership Reports
This section must contain the licensee’s most recent complete ownership report (for the
licensee, its parent company(ies) and entities holding attributable interests in the licensee) (FCC
Form 323) as filed with the FCC. The ownership report may be either a biennial or postconsummation report, whichever is most current.
Retain until a new, complete Form 323 is filed with the FCC.
This section of the OPIF must also contain either a copy of all of the contracts listed in the
ownership report, or a complete list of all such contracts.18 The list or actual contracts must
include:
73.3613(b)(1) Articles of Partnership, Association or Incorporation (include all
amendments);
73.3613(b)(2) Corporate By-laws; and

“Citizens agreements” typically date to a period in the 1970s and 1980s when citizens and public
interest groups approached broadcast station licensees, typically during the comment period associated
with the license renewal process, to discuss concerns about such matters as station programming or
employment practices. Occasionally the discussions resulted in the parties signing a formal agreement,
which the station was required to keep in the public file.
17

18

Since contracts and agreements retained in the public file are often voluminous, the FCC permits
licensees merely to maintain a list of the documents in the file. Copies of any such documents must be
supplied to requesting parties within seven (7) days; however, a licensee is allowed to redact
competitively sensitive information from the copy.
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73.3613(b)(3)-(6) Other Contracts Affecting Ownership/Control (e.g., security or credit
agreements, voting proxies, etc.).
73.3526(e)(6) & 73.3527(e)(5) Political File
This file must include materials for the general and primary elections for the past two (2) years.
It may be helpful to set up sub-files for each candidate that purchases advertising time on the
station. The FCC’s online file is organized for Federal and State candidates, with subfolders for
each race. Sponsorship ID information for non-candidate “issue” ads is placed in a separate
folder.
Section 73.1943 requires that material in the Political File be kept as a “complete and orderly
record.” Records must be inserted “as soon as possible,” which the Commission has
interpreted to mean “immediately, absent unusual circumstances.” The documents called for
are:
1.

Copies of final orders for time made by or on behalf of candidates for public
office.19 These records should include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

the name of the candidate;
the election (i.e., office sought);
the candidate’s authorized committee;
the committee’s treasurer;
schedule of the time purchased;
when the spots aired;
rates charged; and
classes of time purchased.

2.

A listing of any later rebates made to the candidate (since rebates pertain to
rates charged).

3.

A record of any free time provided by the station for use by or on behalf of any
such candidate, including the candidate’s name, the election, the candidate’s
authorized committee, and the time and duration of the candidate’s appearance.

4.

Copies of records concerning non-candidate or so-called “issue” ads:
a.

When a station runs a spot (or a program) involving the discussion of a
“controversial issue of public importance,” or political matter, the political
file must contain a record of:

The rules require that a station place copies for “all requests” for broadcast time in the political file. The
FCC has clarified that for purposes of the online political file, stations only need to upload a copy of the
final order for broadcast time.
19
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i.
purchasing the time;

b.

ii.

the name, address, and phone number of a contact person for
such person or organization; and

iii.

if applicable, a list of the chief executive officers, or members of
the executive committee or board of directors, of the organization
sponsoring the ad or program.

Pursuant to the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002, whenever
anyone requests broadcast time to communicate a message relating to
any “political matter of national importance,” including: (i) a candidate; (ii)
a federal election; or (iii) any “national legislative issue of public
importance,” the following information must be placed in political file:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.

5.

the name of the person or organization

name of the candidate(s), if any, referred to in the spots;
election(s), if any, referred to in the spots;
issue(s), if any, referred to in the spots;
name of the person purchasing the time;
name, address, and phone number of a contact person;
schedule of the time purchased;
when the spots aired;
rates charged;
classes of time purchased;
reason for other action or inaction on the time request; and
if applicable, a list of the chief executive officers, or members of
the executive committee or the board of directors of the
organization sponsoring the ad.

The FCC suggests that the station’s Political Disclosure Statement be in the
political file, along with amendments.

Retain documents for two years from the election to which the materials relate.
73.3526(e)(7) & 73.3527(e)(6) EEO Forms/Reports
This section must include the information required by Section 73.2080, which includes the
following material.20
1.

EEO Public File Report. This report is prepared annually on the anniversary of
the due date of the station’s license renewal application by station employment
units with five (5) or more full-time employees. Stations also must post the
report on their website, if they have one.

Note that EEO documents are generally prepared on the basis of a “station employment unit” (SEU),
which typically includes all commonly-owned stations in a local market. However, each station in the SEU
must upload copies of these documents in its individual OPIF. Also note that each station must file its
own FCC Form 396, with appropriate EEO Public File Reports appended, as part of its license renewal
application.
20
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2.

Broadcast Equal Employment Opportunity Program Report (FCC Form 396).
This report is filed in conjunction with the station’s license renewal application.
Radio stations in an employment unit with five (5) or more full-time employees
must attach EEO Public File Reports for the previous two years.

3.

Broadcast Equal Employment Opportunity Model Program Report (FCC Form
396-A). This report is filed with an application for sale of a station or with an
application for a new broadcast station.

Keep in the file until final FCC action on the renewal application submitted at the end of the
license term during which the reports were filed.
73.3526(e)(8) & 73.3527(e)(7) “The Public and Broadcasting”
The FCC will upload the latest version of the FCC’s manual The Public and Broadcasting.
Maintain this publication permanently.
73.3527(e)(9) Donor Lists
Noncommercial stations must retain in this section lists of donors supporting specific programs.
Retain for two years from the date of the specific program supported.
73.3526(e)(10) & 73.3627(e)(11) FCC Investigations/Complaints
Include here all material relating to a matter which is the subject of an FCC investigation, or a
complaint to the FCC of which the station has been advised. The FCC will upload the notice it
sends to the station. The station must upload its response to the OPIF only if directed to do so
in the notice.
Maintain in the file until the station is notified in writing by the FCC that the material may be
discarded.
73.3526(e)(12) & 73.3527(e)(8) Issues/Programs Lists
Upload to this section, on a quarterly basis, lists of local community issues and illustrative
programs broadcast by the station addressing those issues. The FCC requires that these lists
describe programs or program segments (excluding breaking news reports) which reflect the
most significant treatment by the station of the local issues which the licensee regards to be of
concern to the community.
Retain until “final” FCC action on the renewal application following the license term in which the
lists are filed.
73.3526(e)(13) & 73.3527(e)(10) Local Public Notice Announcements
This section must include the documentation required by Section 73.3580(h), which requires
that within seven (7) days of airing the last post-filing announcement relating to submission of a
license renewal application, a station must upload to the OPIF a certification that the
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announcements have aired. The texts of the post-filing announcements must be made a part of
these certifications.
Keep in the file until “final” action on the renewal application referenced in the announcements.
73.3526(e)(14) Time Brokerage Agreements
For commercial stations, this section of the file must include a copy of every agreement or
contract involving time brokerage of the licensee's station by another station, or time brokerage
of another station by the licensee, whether the stations involved are in the same market or in
different markets. Confidential or proprietary information may be redacted where appropriate.
Retain in the file as long as the agreement is in force.
73.3526(e)(16) Joint Sales Agreements
Commercial stations must place in this section a copy of any agreement for the joint sale of
advertising time involving the station. Confidential or proprietary information may be redacted.
Maintain in the file as long as the agreement is in force.
ADDITIONAL RECORDKEEPING REQUIREMENTS
Posting of Authorizations (Section 73.1230)
The FCC’s requirements regarding the posting of station licenses (along with those of auxiliary
stations like STLs and remote pickups, and facilities used in conjunction with the station like
Operational Fixed Microwaves) have been eliminated.
Maintaining Engineering/Operating Logs (Section 73.1840)
Engineering/operating logs must be retained by stations for a period of two years, but they are
not part of the public file.

ATTACHMENT A

Documents Retained in the Online File
Document Type

Uploaded by the
FCC

Uploaded by the
Station

Documents
Retained in
Paper File at the
Station

Authorizations
Applications
Citizens Agreements, if
any
Contour Maps and
Transmitter Locations
FCC Ownership Reports
and Required Contracts
(or a list of those
contracts)
Political File
EEO Form 396
Annual EEO Public File
Reports
The Public and
Broadcasting Manual
Donor Lists (for noncommercial stations)
FCC Investigations/
Complaints, if any21
Issues/Program Lists
Local Public Notice
Announcements
(Renewal)

The FCC will place in a station’s online public inspection file the Letter of Inquiry (LOI) or other FCCoriginated correspondence concerning the investigation. The station must place in its online file its
response to the LOI along with supporting documentation, unless directed otherwise by the FCC.
21
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Documents Retained in the Online File
Document Type

Uploaded by the
FCC

Uploaded by the
Station

Documents
Retained in
Paper File at the
Station

Time Brokerage
Agreements, if any
Joint Sales Agreements,
if any
Frequently Asked Questions about the Online Public Inspection File
1.

Will the FCC send a reminder of deadlines to place material in the public file (i.e.,
Issues and Program Reports)?
No, the FCC will not send a reminder. Wiley does send its clients a reminder of
quarterly report deadlines. If you would like to be added to our reminder list, send an
email to: WileyRein-Reminder@wileyrein.com with the person’s full name and email
address.

2.

What file formats will the Online Public File accept?
You can upload documents in all standard formats – Word, Excel and PDF.

3.

If multiple stations are included on a consolidated EEO Report, do we have to
upload a copy of the report to each station’s public file?
Yes. Each station has its own online public file. A copy of the annual EEO Report
should be uploaded to the online public file of station.

4.

Will the FCC remove applications that no longer should be retained in the online
public file?
No. The FCC will not remove material from the portions of the public file it maintains. In
fact, when the FCC creates those sections, it will place too much information in the
public file. For example, it will place copies of all of your station’s ownership reports (not
just the most recent one), and applications that were granted (not just those that are
pending). The station will need to clean up the sections of the online public file that the
FCC has populated to remove material that is not required to be kept in the file. See
the Public File Primer for instructions on how to remove material from the public
file.

5.

Do we need to keep paper copies of the political files once they are uploaded to
the online public file?
No. But, if the FCC-hosted online public file is not accessible for any reason (like during
a government shutdown), the station must make its political files available for the public
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to review. Thus, stations should ensure they maintain a back-up of all political file
material uploaded to the public file.
6.

Our station was recently bought by a new owner. Do we have to upload Issues
and Program Reports and EEO Public File Reports created by the previous
owner?
Yes. If the current licensee has those files and they relate to the current license term,
they should be uploaded to the OPIF. As the new licensee of the station, the FCC
cannot hold you responsible for the content of the reports prepared by the previous
licensee or the completeness of the public file prior to its acquisition by the current
licensee.

7.

Who at the station should be responsible for maintaining the online public file?
Each station must designate at least one person to maintain the OPIF and ensure this
person has access to the passcode. We strongly recommend that multiple people are
trained in how to upload material to the OPIF to ensure that a deadline is not missed
because someone is sick or on vacation.

8.

How long after a Time Brokerage Agreement expires do we have to keep it in the
file?
The Agreement can be removed as soon as it expires (if it has not been renewed).

9.

Should we keep our “Alternative Inspection” certificate in the OPIF?
Neither. This should be kept in your business files rather than the public file.

10.

Should we place supporting documentation for our annual EEO public file report
in the OPIF?
No. A station only needs to upload the EEO annual public file report in the OPIF.
Supporting documentation should be kept in your business files. The exception is if the
station is selected for an audit of its EEO files by the FCC, then it would submit the
backup documentation to the FCC and upload a copy of the audit material in the OPIF.

11.

Is documentation showing that we aired PSAs required to be kept in the public
file?
No. This information is not required to be kept in the public file. However, if a PSA
contains a significant treatment of a local issue, it can be one acceptable way to address
local issues and could be included in the station’s issues and program report. While
PSAs are one type of programming that can be used to address local issues, we
strongly caution stations not to rely solely on PSAs to address local issues.

ATTACHMENT G
FCC FORM 2100/SCHEDULE 396
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ATTACHMENT H
EEO PUBLIC FILE REPORT TEMPLATE

[FILL WITH STATION CALL SIGNS]
EEO PUBLIC FILE REPORT
_____ __, 20__-_____ __, 20__1

I. VACANCY LIST
SEE SECTION II, THE “MASTER RECRUITMENT SOURCE LIST” (“MRSL”) FOR
RECRUITMENT SOURCE DATA
Job Title
[Type in each vacancy that was filled during the
reporting period. If you have not filled any such
openings during this time, simply type in:
NO JOB OPENINGS WERE POSTED AND
FILLED DURING THIS REPORTING PERIOD.
Delete all directions shown in italicized,
bracketed text throughout this form before
you finalize it.]

1

Recruitment Sources (“RS”)
Used to Fill Vacancy
[List all recruitment sources
(“RS”)—by number—used to
publicize this vacancy, e.g. 1-10,
12-20. The numbers must
correspond to each RS as listed in
the next section.]

RS Referring
Hiree
[Input the
number of the
source that
produced the
hiree for this
vacancy.
Again, the
number must
correspond to
the RS as
listed in the
next section.]

The report reflects data collected from [month & day], 20___ to [month & day], 20___.
[The 12-month period covered by the Report is based on the anniversary of the license
renewal filing deadline for the station/SEU. The FCC also allows stations a “10-day
grace period” at the end of a reporting period to stop collecting data and concentrate on
filling out the Report. If you have used any of the 10-day grace period, disclose it in this
footnote.]

[FILL WITH STATION CALL SIGNS]
EEO PUBLIC FILE REPORT
_____ __, 20__-_____ __, 20__

II. MASTER RECRUITMENT SOURCE LIST (“MRSL”)
RS
Number
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
(etc.)

RS Information

[For each source type in the (1) name of the
contact entity, (2) name or title of contact person,
(3) mailing address, and (4) telephone number.
You must provide more than just the name of
the source, unless it was only a website
service; for the latter, provide at least the full
web address.]

Source Entitled
to Vacancy
Notification?
(Yes/No)

No. of Interviewees
Referred by RS
Over
Reporting Period

[If a source has
requested notice of
your job vacancies (or
responded “yes” to
your offer to send
them notices), type
“Y”. If you’ve
received no such
request (or made no
such offer), type “N”.]

[Provide number of
interviewees—not
applicants—
produced by this
RS for all
vacancies filled
during reporting
period.]

RS
Number

RS Information

Source Entitled
to Vacancy
Notification?
(Yes/No)

TOTAL INTERVIEWEES OVER REPORTING PERIOD

No. of Interviewees
Referred by RS
Over
Reporting Period
[Type in total
number of
interviewees for
reporting period.]

[FILL WITH STATION CALL SIGNS]
EEO PUBLIC FILE REPORT
_____ __, 20__-_____ __, 20__

III. RECRUITMENT INITIATIVES
Type Of Recruitment Initiative
(Menu Selection)

1 [NOTE: To report initiatives that occurred during this
period, type a brief phrase here that corresponds to
the FCC’s recruitment initiative menu. Examples:
Participated in Job Fair
Co-Sponsored Career Day
Internship Program
Event Designed to Disseminate Information About
Broadcast Careers]

2

3

4

4817-7261-7394.1

Brief Description Of Activity

[Provide a brief description here—and for any job
fair, career day or similar event, indicate by job title
the station representatives who participated in the
event. Job fairs and similar events only count if the
station participants can be said to have some input
into hiring decisions. Example:
On [date], the stations participated in a job fair held
at ABC College in [city, state]. Participants from the
stations included the Director of Sales and the
Programming Director.]

